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[AUBREY]Evaluation’s Forgotten Role - Leveraging Our Position to Enact Social JusticeThank you for coming today to our presentation Evaluation’s Forgotten Role: Leveraging our Position to Enact Social Justice. My name is Aubrey and this is my colleague Ouen. We work at the Johnson Center for Philanthropy as evaluators. Introduce Selves and JCP – 2 minutesPresentation Overview – 3 minutesThe Evaluator’s Role in Nonprofits – 5 minutesIntegrating SJ Passion into Evaluative Work – 15 minutesRemaining Unbiased – 15 minutes Q&A – remaining time
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[AUBREY]Before we get into who we are or our presentation, allow me to give you some background on the Johnson Center for Philanthropy. 
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[AUBREY]As it’s name would suggest, the Johnson Center serves the community with a philanthropic focus, working with grant seekers, grant makers, foundations, nonprofits, and philanthropists with an overall goal of improving the community through philanthropy. 
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[AUBREY]As a part of Grand Valley State University, the Johnson Center is able to be at the forefront of philanthropic work in expanding knowledge and resources to advance public good and transform communities through capacity building, education, and research. 
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[AUBREY]Within the Johnson Center are the Institute for Foundation and Donor Learning, Nonprofit Services, and my personal favorite: the Community Research Institute. 
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Within the Community Research Institute, or CRI, we conduct community-based research and provide evaluation services to nonprofits.Aubrey DullI am a Research Coordinator at CRI. My background includes science education; sexual violence prevention, education, and advocacy; and trauma therapy. I have a Master’s degree in Social Work. In my spare time I enjoy science fiction, Dungeons & Dragons, and my two adorable cats. Ouen HunterI am a Research Manager at CRI. My background includes evaluation, qualitative, and quantitative methods. I have a Master’s degree in Biostatistics and will soon complete my Master’s degree in Social Work. If I ever have time, I enjoy traveling and binge watching television shows (Have you seen Goliath?!). Unlike Aubrey, I do not have high level of affection towards cats; I prefer the fictional cartoon character in a cat costume…. 
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[OUEN]Also known as… Hello Kitty! 
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[OUEN]We are here today to learn about evaluation and learn about social justice. These two things often don’t go hand in hand. So what are the commonalities?Let’s break this down…According to AEA Evaluation in a process to determine merit/worth/value. We do that with the apple that we buy from the store (why are we willing to pay 1 dollar more for honey crisps than the gala apple?) Why do we buy the COACH bag versus the Target bag? We give the items value. In this case, we give programs value. To determine if the programs are valuable to the community or the society! We evaluate what the needs are for a community (if you have time, please go to our colleague’s presentation later to learn about assessing community needs through city wide surveying!)Now that let’s shift our focus to Social JUSTICE. The both of us are social workers. Social justice is one of the core value that we adhere. According to NASW, Social justice is the belief that everyone should have equal rights (economic, political, and social). Today we are going to discuss how our roles as third party evaluators in area non profits, can relate to social justice. We will start by discussing:the work that we have completed can relate to identifying the needs of the community,how it correlates to social justice, and lastly, how to remain unbiased while conducting evaluation? 
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[OUEN]As Aubrey stated earlier, we work with nonprofits to assess or evaluate their programs.Our team specifically work with numerous nonprofits in Grand Rapids. We are third party external evaluators. Our team is often charged with short term evaluations that means we meet with numerous non profits working on evaluations that are shorter in time span and need feedback within a year. Our role is to: create an evaluation plan that will answer their evaluation questions, ensure that the programs that are in place are functioning the way it is planned to be, and what outcomes are generated from the programs. Our role can become challenging as some organizations think of us as their employees rather than third party. No matter how challenging our roles can be, the ultimate key that we need to remember is we use data that we collected to advocate for those who are less advantageous. In the next few minutes, we will walk through three different projects that we worked on. The first one is for ENTF which helped us identify the gap in workforce developments, we will also go through a project that we worked on to establish the importance of a housing first model, and lastly, we will go share our work with the Early Learning Neighborhood Collaborative in providing education for toddlers
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[OUEN]As I mentioned earlier, we worked on helping Kent County identify the gap in workforce development. We worked specifically with the Kent County Essential Needs Task Force or also known as ENTF. ENTF is an organization that focuses on providing the kent county residents needs including transportation, food and nutrition, energy efficiency, economic and workforce development, and coalition to end homelessness.The specific area that we worked on was the Economic and Workforce Development. Through the project we have concrete evidence that there is a disparity in employment for those who identified as African American or Black compared to those who identified as White or Caucasian. We also found that there are some gaps in the services being provided. This exploratory analysis enables ENTF to move forward with their planning because they are able to better identify the population that they need to focus on and the specific areas that they need to focus on. We also had the opportunity to speak to some residents at Kent County. The residents asked for more exposure of the services available. They also asked for more warm reception by the agencies and more consistent services. The comment that stuck with me the most was when a resident who was homeless at the time told me, “Thank you for listening.” although evaluation relies heavily on data, sometimes evaluation also require us to be human. When he said that, it reassured me that I didn’t have to be a clinical social worker to be there for the vulnerable population. I can be an evaluator and make a difference. This gives great meaning to qualitative methods which are often disregarded because it does not have a p-value. Echoing, Brene Brown,“ Stories are data with a soul”As evaluators, although we do not feel that we are doing anything at the beginning of the project, at the end or subsequent years, WE SHOULD REMIND OURSELVES THAT CHANGE TAKES TIME, especially at a higher level. For this specific project..Many organizations have referred to evaluation report and have used the report as a way to guide them create programs that would benefit the vulnerable population who are not employed and improve its services.Another project that meant a lot for me was a project promotes the Housing First Model. We worked with an organization called, Well House…
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[OUEN]Well House provides housing to those who were denied housing by other agencies. These tenants usually have a history of substance abuse or have been incarcerated. The requirement to obtaining housing does not include sobriety and the tenants can stay with their families. We conducted an impact assessment for Well House in 2016. We learned from their services, on average the tenants stay at Well House for 240+ days. Well House also provided opportunities for those living at Well house to work part time at Well House,Learn social skills, andDevelop their resumes. When we interviewed the tenants, the tenants told us that they had “..no idea what they would do if Well House was not here.” The tenants at WH have a safe space to call home! The result of our collaboration allowed WH to:gain more funding, reinforce that housing first model helps decrease homelessness, andProvide WH a little more credibility in their advocacy workThe next project that we would like to share with you relates to accessible childhood education…
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[OUEN]ELNC is an organization that partners with numerous area nonprofits to provide education to young children. By the end of 2016, ELNC has served 1056 children.  The organization believe that every child deserves education. This is greatly dear to my heart as many children are denied the rights to education. CRI played a significant role in the beginning of ELNC. We helped ELNC create database and report cards of each partnering schools. The data collected solidified the importance of ELNC’s role in the community. Evaluating programs such as ELNC help me realize that it is not about the reports/dashboards/infographics…We conduct evaluations so we can help the population and the community grow. ELNC has helped the Grand Rapids community grow!!Only for reference: Services are free the organizations partnering with ELNC include (Baxter, SECOM, Steepletown, New Hope Baptist, Hispanic Center, The Other Way, United Methodist Community House)
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[OUEN]After listening to the different examples,Do you see how our work as evaluators is consistent with social justice by advocating equal rights economically, politically, and socially?We need to continue to remind ourselves that…As evaluators, we play a big role in being a voice in advocating for social justice.We can help advocate for homes for the homelessWe can advocate for programs that work to help the organizations apply for more fundingWe help identify gaps that are present in our communitiesWe can be the first to inform the community on what is needed and what is notWe can be there to listen to the people who need help and transfer the knowledge to make change on a higher levelAs evaluators, we can promote social justice and can contribute to the much needed change.Aubrey will share more on how we can advocate for others more effectively by looking into our biases while advocating for social justice
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[AUBREY]INTRO 1As Ouen shared, the work of an evaluator is the work of social justice. I would hazard a guess that if you are here today, you have a passion for social justice. You care about people or the planet or animals, and you believe that a step toward justice for one is a step toward justice for all. So you entered the field of evaluation ready to help others enact social change. You care, and you have dedicated your life to making a difference and to enacting social justice through the field of professional evaluation. With your penchant for social justice, you want to do everything you can to help nonprofits achieve everything they can. That’s great! Right? Well, mostly. 
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[AUBREY]INTRO 2 – What’s so bad about bias?With such a strong desire to help nonprofits improve and expand their services, you may even feel inclined to favorably evaluate a program whose mission you feel strongly about. You know that they are doing good work and have the potential to have a profound impact…if they can acquire additional funding or attract exceptional staff or gain recognition in the community. You know, those three things we mentioned earlier that evaluators help nonprofits do. What is it going to hurt if you shine an extra spotlight on the areas where this organization excels? Or if you polish up the areas where they are only okay? Or if you entirely gloss over the areas where they really aren’t even remotely good? 
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[AUBREY]INTRO 3The quick answer: It’s going to hurt EVERYONE INVOLVED IN YOUR EVALUATION.First of all, that’s super unethical and could cost you your reputation and even your job.Secondly, you aren’t providing your client with the honest and rigorous evaluation you agreed to when you began your client-evaluator relationship. You really aren’t doing them any favors if you don’t show them where they excel and where they have room to grow and improve.Finally, you are doing a profound disservice to those you want to help most: the individuals served by the organization or program you are evaluating. Telling an organization or their funders or their potential clients that the organization is great at everything when they really aren’t does nothing to improve their programing or improve the services for those who are being served. 
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[AUBREY]INTRO 4So the big question is, how do we balance passion and objectivity? How do we leverage our position as evaluators to enact social justice without falsely tipping the scales of justice in the direction we believe they should be tipped? How do we remain unbiased in our work as socially aware, justice-oriented evaluators? 
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[AUBREY]REMAINING UNBIASED – STEP 1: Learn what bias is and how it develops. The first step in ensuring that we remain unbiased as an evaluator is to learn what bias is, how bias develops, and how it can impact your work as an evaluator. Lucky for you, you’re here!There are two types of bias I’m going to talk about today: personal bias and instrument bias.Both of these bias types can have a significant impact on the work we do as evaluators, so it is important to address both.I’m going to start things off with personal bias, because this is the most difficult to face. 
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[AUBREY]REMAINING UNBIASED – STEP 1: Learn what bias is and how it develops. So what is bias? Bias is a predisposition toward a certain way of thinking. It’s a preference or a prejudice in favor of or against one thing, person, or group compared to another, usually in a way considered to be unfair. Bias is generally a byproduct of our environment and our experiences, a belief system or worldview that is learned as we navigate through life. Everything we see, hear, read, study, and pursue becomes a part of who we are and how we view the world. Our parents, sibling, teachers, classmates, favorite tv shows and books and morning radio DJs. All of these things contribute to our biases. Now, you may be thinking, not all bias are inherently a bad thing, it’s just preferences in how you view the world… and you would be right!
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[AUBREY]Cat People and Dog PeopleFor instance, some people are cat people and others are dog people. While I, a cat person (and mom to Hazel and Roo) will never understand how my best friend Tamaryn (mom to Finn) prefers dogs over cats.  Just a quick poll…where are my cat people? …. And my dog people? … That pet preference, or pet bias, isn’t hurting anyone. Right?Right! Well, unless I am I am contracted by the Humane Society to help them evaluate their adoption program. In that case, my unabashed love of cats…AKA my bias, has the potential to hurt a lot of furry little somebodies if I don’t keep it in check. So, the bias itself isn’t necessarily a bad thing, but how that bias impacts my work may be detrimental. And that is where the next step in mitigating our own biases comes into play. 
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[AUBREY]REMAINING UNBIASED – STEP 2a: Commit to uncovering and overcoming your biases – EXPAND YOUR BUBBLEWe’ve covered what bias is, we’ve covered how bias develops, and we all know that everyone of us is biased. And some unchecked biases can be okay (like preferring Pepsi to Coke, cats to dogs, Star Trek to Star Wars). But when our biases either contribute to societal injustice or have an impact on our work as an evaluator, that is when the problem arises. The next step in mitigating the impact of our biases on our work as evaluators is committing to uncovering, examining, and overcoming our biases. It’s time to take a look at our entire worldview and zoom in on particular beliefs.There are several things you can do to become aware of and to overcome your biases:Get out of your bubble, remove yourself from the echo-chamber, and get to know people who are different than you. Whether this be developing personal relationships with others, reading books or articles written by people who differ from you, or following the social media or YouTube channels of activists whose worldviews and experiences differs from your own; getting to know someone who holds different beliefs than you hold is eye opening and can reveal some of your hidden biases. You remember my best friend, Tamaryn, the dog lover? I have been a cat person my entire life, but in getting to know Tamaryn and seeing her relationship with her dog Finn, I was able to see that her love for dogs is incredibly similar to my love for cats. Does that mean I am a suddenly a dog person? No. But it did help me to understand why certain people are dog people. Perhaps this is a silly example, but I hope you can see the way this translates to examining our other more serious biases.To be clear, I am not asking you to commodify another human being for their different experiences. I am simply asking you to be intentional with the relationships you develop and the media you surround yourself with. 
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[AUBREY]REMAINING UNBIASED – STEP 2b: Commit to uncovering and overcoming your biases – ASK THESE QUESTIONSAs you become aware of your worldview and your beliefs you can start asking yourself these questions to determine whether your potential biases are benign or whether they should be addressed more intentionally:Why do I hold this belief?Why am I a cat person? I got my first cat at the age of five and have loved cats ever since.Is this belief fair, relevant, or even worth having?Yup.Could this belief impact my work?As I said before, ANY belief we hold has the potential to impact our work.How could this belief impact my work?Well, if I’m doing an evaluation for Crash’s Landing, the very best all-cat no-kill shelter in Grand Rapids (and where I adopted my girls), it has the potential to ENHANCE my work because I am so passionate about what they do…as long as I don’t falsely evaluate their program. And if I’m doing evaluative work for a shelter that adopts out dogs and cats, I need to be sure to keep my bias toward cats in check so I don’t inadvertently cause harm to the dog adoption program. Am I able to set this belief aside so I can objectively complete my evaluative work?If my answer is truly yes, then my work is done. But if my answer is no, there exists a problem that I need to address with my supervisor.
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[AUBREY]REMAINING UNBIASED – STEP 2c: Commit to uncovering and overcoming your biases – FIND A MENTORWhich brings me to the next step in uncovering and overcoming our biases. Find a mentor in your field who has done this work already. It can be extremely beneficial to have a trusted colleague with whom you can discuss your biases…even, especially, the uncomfortable ones. Lastly, Google “how to overcome bias” and read any of the 37 million results that pop up. 
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[AUBREY]REMAINING UNBIASED – STEP 2d: Commit to uncovering and overcoming your biases – GOOGLE ITNo, I mean that literally. There are 37 million results for “how to overcome bias” on Google. 
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[AUBREY]REMAINING UNBIASED – STEP 2: Commit to uncovering and overcoming your biases.I digress…Working to recognize, understand, and overcome our personal biases is vital to being an objective and effective evaluator. This is not easy work, nor is it overnight work. We will likely spend the rest of our lives working to identify and overcome the biases we have spent all of our life up to this moment developing. The important thing is to keep at it. 
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[AUBREY]Now you might be thinking, “Okay. That’s all well and good, but how does working on biases that will take me years to overcome help me in my career as an evaluator and help promote social justice right NOW?” �Well, my dear lecture-attendee, I’m glad you asked. It’s time to talk about INSTRUMENT BIASES. These are biases that are inherent in the format or development of an evaluation instrument, like a survey, interview questions, or focus group questions. Let’s talk about some evaluation tools and techniques and ways their development can inherently bias the responses we receive.
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[AUBREY]BIAS IN EVALUATION TOOLS 1Speaking in absolutesEX: “I never have trouble writing survey questions.”PROBLEM: This will bias responses in the opposite directionDATA: Your data will be skewedSOLUTION: Remove always, never, and other “Likert Scale Reponses” from your questions or statements.Multi-barreled questions EX: “I think evaluation is the best career in the world, I am excited to be presenting today, and I can’t wait to attend more sessions at the conference today.”PROBLEM: Respondents may agree with one part of the statement but not others.DATA: Any data gathered from that survey question useless.SOLUTION: Double check for double- or multi-barreled questions if “and” or “or” are used.Too broad of questioning EX: “I enjoy the weather.”PROBLEM: Sunshine is awesome. Blizzards…not so much.DATA: If your questions are too broad, your data will likely be useless.SOLUTION: Hone in on exactly what you want to be evaluating and be sure your questioning is to the point. Negative questioning EX” “I do not believe that cats are not awesome pets.” - agree or disagreePROBLEM: Umm…what? So, if I agree, that means I think cats are not awesome…or are awesome…or…what?DATA: Useless.SOLUTION: Try to avoid negatives and ESPECIALLY double negatives in your questioning. If you use “not”, highlight or bold it – or rephrase so you don’t use it at all.
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[AUBREY]BIAS IN EVALUATION TOOLS 2Loaded or leading questions EX: “Don’t you agree that evaluators should be paid six-figure salaries?”PROBLEM: Does that really sound like a question the EVALUATOR wants you to disagree with?DATA: Loaded or leading questions bias the response respondents feel is expected.  Your data will be uselessSOLUTION: Examine your question to see if it looks like a certain response is expected and adjust accordingly.Survey is too longEX: The above image.PROBLEM: One compound word: burnout. People will abandon your surveys partway through or will begin simply answering questions without reading them. DATA: Incomplete or useless.SOLUTION: Be intentional with every single item on your surveys and in your interviews or focus groups. Only ask a question or include an item if it truly needs to be asked or included. If you don’t know how you are going to use the data, don’t ask the question.Too few or too many levels of rating EX: “On a scale of 1 to 2, or on a scale of 1 to 403, please rate your satisfaction with the following.”PROBLEM: Where do I even start. Too few rating options is not precise enough, too many rating options is overwhelming.DATA: Your data will likely be uselessSOLUTION: Psychological research has shown that 6-point levels of rating are best, 4 to 6 is goodUnbalanced rating scaleEX: “Please rate the following as Totally Agree, Mostly Agree, Slightly Agree, Agree, Could Possibly Agree, Disagree”PROBLEM: I still had 6 levels of rating, so what’s the big deal? Well, 5 of the 6 are positive levels.DATA: Your data will be skewed toward positive or negative, whichever has more options.SOLUTION: Use an equal number of positive and negative rating options, that are CLEARLY positive or negative.
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[AUBREY]PREVENTING INSTRUMENT BIASSome final tips for developing unbiased surveys, focus group questions, and interview questions…Use open-ended questions whenever possible. This allows our respondents to explain their answers thoroughly and gives us a clearer perspective on the data we gather.Include an open-ended question or comment space at the end of surveys to catch anything that was missed.I like to end all of my interviews and focus groups with two questionsIs there any question I didn’t ask you that I should have? (then ask for elaboration)Is there anything else you would like to share?PEER REVIEW IS YOUR BEST FRIEND – have several sets of eyes look over your work, before you gather data, as you analyze data, and before you finalize your report. 
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[AUBREY]We can be an ethical, unbiased, objective evaluators while also fighting for social justice within our communities. By recognizing our biases and the way they may impact our work, and by ensuring the evaluation tools we develop are unbiased, we provide the nonprofits we work with a better idea of their strengths and their “areas of potential growth.” By doing this, we are doing more for social justice. We might not be on the ground enacting the change that will bring about justice, but we are helping those who are to do their work effectively and efficiently. We, as evaluators, are engaging our passions and leveraging our positions to enact social justice. 
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QUESTIONSIs there any question I didn’t ask you that I should have? (then ask for elaboration)Is there anything else you would like to share?
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